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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of detecting the number of
signals correlated across multiple data sets with small sam-
ple support. While there have been studies involving two data
sets, the problem with more than two data sets has been less
explored. In this work, a rank-reduced hypothesis test for
more than two data sets is presented for scenarios where the
number of samples is small compared to the dimensions of
the data sets.

Index Terms— Bartlett statistic, canonical correlation
analysis, hypothesis testing, multiple data sets, small sample
support

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of detecting the number of correlated or com-
mon source signals from observations is innate to numerous
signal processing applications. For example, in sensor array
processing, detecting the number of sources incident on the
arrays of sensors provides useful information and is also vi-
tal for algorithms estimating the direction of arrival [1]. An-
other example, in biomedicine, is data fusion of brain imag-
ing modalities. Estimating the number of signals correlated
among different modalities such as functional MRI (fMRI),
electroencephalography (EEG), and structural MRI (sMRI)
allows drawing inferences about functioning of the brain and
its diseases [2]. Other applications include climate science,
wireless communications, and genomics.

Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a widely used
technique for finding relationships between two data sets
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[3]. The canonical correlations between two zero-mean
random vectors x1 2 Cm1 and x2 2 Cm2 are given by
the p = min(m1,m2) singular values of the coherence
matrix R

�1/2
1,1 R1,2R

�H/2
2,2 . Here, R1,1 = E[x1x

H
1 ] and

R2,2 = E[x2x
H
2 ] are the covariance matrices of x1 and x2,

respectively, and R1,2 = E[x1x
H
2 ] is their cross-covariance

matrix. The superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose,
and, if necessary, the inverse is replaced by a pseudo-inverse.
The number of signals correlated between x1 and x2 is given
by the number of non-zero canonical correlations. However,
the true covariance matrices are rarely known and have to
be estimated from samples of x1 and x2. Model-order se-
lection techniques are then used to determine the number of
correlated signals from sample canonical correlations. These
techniques are typically based either on information theo-
retic criteria (ITC) or hypothesis testing. It is shown in [4]
that these two approaches are closely linked to each other.
An ITC for finding the number of source signals common
to two data sets was derived in [5]. Its hypothesis testing
counterpart was presented in [6]. These techniques, however,
work only when the sample size M is large compared to the
dimensions of the data sets. Yet there are many scenarios
where this assumption is not true. For such a sample poor
case, an approach based on a combination of principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) and CCA was developed in [7, 8].
This approach uses a reduced-rank version of the hypothesis
test, which jointly determines the dimensionality reduction
for PCA and the number of correlated signals.

Only a few studies have addressed model-order selection
for more than two data sets, and the few that have, did so only
in the sample-rich regime. The paper [9] used an ad hoc ap-
proach for detecting the number of sources in multiple arrays.
A detection technique based on ITC was derived in [10] using
a similar data model as in [9]. In this work, we propose and
investigate a hypothesis testing-based technique for detecting
the number of correlated source signals in multiple data sets.
Like [10], we assume that the number of correlated signals is
the same for any pair of data sets.
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2. DATA MODEL

Consider L data vectors, x1, . . . ,xL, having dimensions
m1, . . . ,mL respectively. Without loss of generality, it can
be assumed that m1  m2  . . .  mL. The generating data
model is

xi = Aisi + ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , L. (1)

Here, si 2 Cd is a zero-mean complex Gaussian source signal
vector containing d (< m1) independent source signals. The
matrix Ai 2 Cmi⇥d is an unknown but fixed mixing matrix
and is assumed to have full column rank. The vector ni 2
Cmi is zero-mean complex Gaussian noise independent from
the source vector. The covariance matrix Rsisi = E[sis

H
i ]

is assumed to be the identity matrix for all sources, without
loss of generality. The cross-covariance matrix between two
sources is given by

Rsisj = E[sis
H
j ] = diag(⇢(1)i,j , . . . , ⇢

(d)
i,j ), (2)

for any i, j = 1, . . . , L and i 6= j. Here, ⇢(1)i,j , . . . , ⇢
(d)
i,j denote

the d unknown correlation coefficients, all assumed to be non-
zero, between the elements in the ith and jth source vectors.
Hence, we assume that the nth entry in any given source vec-
tor, s(n)i , correlates with the nth entry of any of the remaining
source vectors, s(n)j , but not with other entries. The goal of
this paper is to estimate the unknown dimension d, i.e., the
number of signals that are correlated across all data sets. The
noise covariance matrix E[nin

H
i ] is unknown and possibly

colored. However, noise vectors of any two data vectors are
assumed to be uncorrelated, E[nin

H
j ] = 0, for i 6= j.

Let us define the composite data vector as x = [x

T
1 ,

. . . ,xT
L]

T , which has covariance matrix

E[xx

H
] = R =

2

6664

R1,1 R1,2 · · · R1,L

R2,1 R2,2 · · · R2,L
...

...
. . .

...
RL,1 RL,2 · · · RL,L

3

7775
,

where

Ri,i = AiRsisiA
H
i + E[nin

H
i ]

Ri,j = AiRsisjA
H
j , and

rank(Ri,j) = d.

3. HYPOTHESIS TESTING FOR MULTIPLE DATA
SETS

A popular approach to the problem of order selection is to
perform a series of binary hypothesis tests. Starting with
source counter s = 0, we test the null hypothesis Hs : “s
number of sources” against the alternative Hs+ : “more than

s sources correlated among the data sets” [6]. If Hs is re-
jected, s is incremented and another test of Hs vs. Hs+ is
run. This is repeated until Hs is not rejected or s reaches its
maximum possible value. The obtained value of s is treated
as the estimate of d. Each binary hypothesis test is a likeli-
hood ratio test. Since the unknown parameters are replaced
by their maximum likelihood estimates, this leads to a gener-
alized likelihood ratio test (GLRT).

In this section, we first introduce a GLRT for multiple data
sets in the sample rich regime, and then propose its reduced-
rank version for small sample support.

3.1. Sample rich regime

Consider M independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
samples of the composite data vector x, arranged as the M
columns of the data matrix X =

⇥
x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(M)

⇤
.

The generalized likelihood ratio for the hypothesis test is de-
fined as

⌘ =

max✓sf(X|✓s)

max✓s+f(X|✓s+)
, (3)

where f(X|✓s) is the likelihood function of X, and ✓s and
✓s+ are the parameter spaces under the hypotheses Hs and
Hs+, respectively.

The maximization of the likelihood f(X|✓s) for L = 2

data sets under Hs yields [5]

max✓sf(X|✓s) /
⇢ sY

m=1

(1� ˆk2m)

��M

.

This maximization is performed under the constraint that
rank(R1,2) = s. Here, ˆkm is the mth largest sample canoni-
cal correlation between data sets X1 and X2.

For L > 2 data sets, the maximized likelihood f(X|✓s) is
the product of L� 1 likelihoods for two data sets and is given
by [10]

max✓sf(X|✓s) /
⇢ L�1Y

i=1

sY

m=1

(1� ˆk2m(i))

��M

. (4)

The term with i = 1 uses the sample canonical correlations
ˆkm(1) between the first data set X1 and the remaining data
sets Y1 = [X

T
2 , . . . ,X

T
L]

T . The term with i = 2 uses the
sample canonical correlations ˆkm(2) between the second data
set X2 and Y2 = [X

T
3 , . . . ,X

T
L]

T , and so on. The maximiza-
tion of the first likelihood function is performed under the
constraint that rank(E[x1y

H
1 ]) = rank(R1,2, . . . ,R1,L) = s,

and similarly for the subsequent likelihood functions.
Since the parameter space ✓mi is sufficient to parametrize

all the possibilities in ✓s+,

max✓s+f(X|✓s+) /
⇢ L�1Y

i=1

miY

m=1

(1� ˆk2m(i))

��M

. (5)
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Using (4) and (5), the generalized likelihood ratio ⌘ defined
in (3) can be simplified to

⌘ =

⇢ L�1Y

i=1

miY

m=s+1

(1� ˆk2m(i))

�M

. (6)

Bartlett statistic - According to Wilks’ theorem, the statistic
�2 ln ⌘ is asymptotically �2 distributed with the degrees of
freedom (d.f.) equal to the difference between the number
of free parameters corresponding to ✓s+ and ✓s when Hs is
true, i.e. s = d [11]. Based on the results in [5, 10], it is not
difficult to derive that the d.f. are

PL�1
i=1 2(a1(i)�s)(a2(i)�

s). Here, a1(i) and a2(i) depend on the dimensions of the
data sets forming the ith likelihood term. For instance, for
i = 1, a1(1) = m1 and a2(1) = m2+m3+. . .+mL. Similarly,
for i = 2, a1(2) = m2 and a2(2) = m3 + m4 + . . . + mL,
etc. For small sample size, Bartlett’s statistic [12] provides
a better approximation of the �2 distribution. After applying
Bartlett’s correction to each of the L � 1 likelihoods in (6),
we obtain the Bartlett statistic for multiple data sets

C(s) = �
L�1X

i=1

[2M � (a1(i) + a2(i) + 1)]⇥

⇥ ln

miY

m=s+1

(1� ˆk2m(i)), (7)

which replaces the statistic �2 ln ⌘.

3.2. Sample poor regime

For any two data sets X1 and X2, the sample canonical cor-
relations can be computed as the singular values of VH

1 (:, 1 :

m1)V2(:, 1 : m2), where V1 and V2 are calculated from the
singular value decomposition of X1 = U1⇤1V

H
1 and X2 =

U2⇤2V
H
2 , respectively, and V1(:, 1 : m1) denotes the matrix

containing the first m1 columns of V1 [13]. When the number
of samples is smaller than the sum of ranks of E[x1x

H
1 ] and

E[x2x
H
2 ], i.e., M < m1+m2, it is proved in [13] that at least

(m1 +m2)�M sample canonical correlations will be equal
to one, irrespective of the model from which X1 and X2 are
generated. Moreover, even if M > m1 +m2, but not signifi-
cantly greater, the sample canonical correlations significantly
overestimate the true canonical correlations [13, 8]. This calls
for rank reduction either before or alongside the detection of
the number of correlated signals.

The reduced-rank version of Bartlett’s statistic for multi-
ple data sets in (7) is

C(s, r) = �
L�1X

i=1

[2M � (2r + 1)] ln

rY

m=s+1

(1� ˆk2m(r, i)),

where r denotes the rank of the PCA applied in the ith term to
the data sets Xi and Yi = [X

T
i+1, . . . ,X

T
L]

T , and the source
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Fig. 1: Empirical distribution of C(s, r) for s = d = 4 and
r = 5.

counter s can take values from 0 to r � 1. Note that the PCA
rank applied to all the data sets is r because we assume that
the number of correlated signals is the same for any pair of
data sets. Similar to C(s), C(s, r) is also a sum of L � 1

statistics for two data sets. The first statistic for i = 1 in-
volves the sample canonical correlations of the rank-reduced
versions of X1 and Y1. Hence, the r sample canonical corre-
lations ˆkm(r, 1) are obtained as the singular values of VH

1 (:

, 1 : r) ˜V1(:, 1 : r), where ˜

V1 contains the right singular vec-
tors of Y1. Similarly, the second statistic for i = 2 in C(s, r)
involves the singular values of V

H
2 (:, 1 : r) ˜V2(:, 1 : r),

where ˜

V2 contains the right singular vectors of Y2, and so
forth.

It was shown in [8] that under the null hypothesis s = d,
each of these L� 1 statistics is approximately �2 distributed
with 2(r� s)2 d.f., as long as the PCA rank r is large enough
to capture all correlated components, yet sufficiently smaller
than the number of samples M (this is typically the case when
r < M/3). As long as M is large with respect to r, these
statistics are close to the �2 distribution. Under the same
conditions, C(s, r) is also approximately �2-distributed with
2(L� 1)(r � s)2 d.f. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 for an
example of four data sets with m1 = 40, m2 = 50, m3 = 55,
and m4 = 60, and M = 80 samples. The number of corre-
lated sources is d = 4, all of which have equal signal power.
The correlation coefficients ⇢(1)i,j , ⇢

(2)
i,j , ⇢

(3)
i,j , ⇢

(4)
i,j are chosen as

0.9, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7, respectively, for all data sets. The noise
is white with small power compared to the signal power. The
empirical distribution of C(s, r) is shown in Figure 1 along
with the �2 distribution for s = 4 and r = 5. It can be seen
that when Hs is true, i.e. s = d = 4, C(s, r) closely follows
the �2 distribution.

This means that in a series of binary tests of Hs vs Hs+

based on C(s, r), d is generally not overestimated. It is likely,
however, to be underestimated if r is not chosen large enough.
If r is too small, then the reduced-rank PCA descriptions do
not capture all of the correlated components and thus the se-
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Fig. 2: Performance comparison of the proposed detector
with competing detectors for four data sets having dimen-
sions, m1 = 40, m2 = 50, m3 = 55 and m4 = 60.

ries of binary tests decides for too small a dimension d. This
reasoning leads to the decision rule [7, 8]

ˆd = max

r=1,...,rmax
min

s=0,...,r�1
{s : C(s, r) < T (s, r)}, (8)

and the r that leads to ˆd is the PCA rank. In (8), rmax should
be chosen sufficiently smaller than M/2 (typically M/3) and
T (s, r) is the threshold value chosen to maintain a specific
value of probability of false alarm, Pfa. The min-operator
choses the smallest s such that C(s, r) < T (s, r). If there
is no such s, it chooses s = r. The rule (8) is motivated by
the fact that if r is not chosen optimally, the min-step might
return a number smaller than d. Because the min-step will not
overfit, we can take the maximum result for all r from 1 up
to rmax. More details about the detector in (8) for the case of
two data sets are provided by [7, 8].

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of the proposed “max-min” technique for
multiple data sets is evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations.
As before, we use four data sets with same dimensions as in
the previous section. There are d = 5 correlated signals, with
correlation coefficients 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.7, and 0.6 between all
data sets, and the noise is autoregressive (AR) with coeffi-
cients [1 0.2 0.5]. The signal components have unit variance
in all the data sets. The variance of the white noise component
before applying the AR filtering is 0.1. The mixing matrix A

is randomly generated unitary matrix for all four data sets.
Figure 2 shows the probability of correctly detecting the true
number of correlated signals as a function of M , for the pro-
posed method with two different probabilities of false alarm.
For each point, we ran 500 independent trials. Comparisons

with the competing techniques based on ITC [10] and “max-
min” for two data sets [7] are also shown. Since the number
of correlated signals d is the same for any pair of data sets,
the “max-min” detector for two data sets can also be used.
Here, we use the first two data sets for the “max-min” ap-
proach with two data sets. Since the technique based on ITC
works only in the sample rich regime, the sample eigenvalue-
based (SEV) technique [14] is used to determine the rank r
for PCA, before determining d. In addition, we also show the
performance of the rank-reduced version of the ITC based de-
tector in [10] which selects r and d that jointly minimize the
ITC function. While this modified reduced-rank ITC detector
performs much better than its original version in [10] with the
SEV preprocessing step, it still lags behind in performance
compared to the detector proposed in this work. It can be ob-
served that the proposed “max-min” detector for multiple data
sets performs better than all competing approaches.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a hypothesis testing based technique for detect-
ing the number of signals correlated across multiple data sets
has been presented. The technique shows promising results
and an improvement in performance over the state of the art
in scenarios where the number of samples is extremely small.
Following the ideas in [7, 8], ITC-based versions of our ap-
proach can also be developed.
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